2013 toyota highlander hitch

Install a trailer hitch on your car, truck or SUV to enable your vehicle's towing capabilities. Your
hitch system is only as strong as its lowest-rated component. To find your hitch system rating,
compare ratings of your hitch, hitch ball and ball mount as shown below. Your hitch system
rating is the lowest rating among those parts. Your hitch's maximum tow weight rating can
usually be found on a label on the hitch itself. Your can find your hitch ball rating on the top of
the ball, or around the base of the shank. The rating for your ball mount is usually on a label on
the mounting plate or along the shaft that goes into your receiver. Missing a part? Want to
upgrade? Not sure what you need? Buy any of the parts above online or schedule a hitch
system installation or free towing inspection at a U-Haul location near you. Please consider the
condition of your Tow Vehicle. The vehicle information you have entered has triggered this
alert. If you are planning to tow a trailer, for use over any distance, you should consider the
condition of your tow vehicle. Towing a trailer can be demanding on some older vehicles,
depending upon their condition. Have questions or need help? Chat live with a moving expert.
Thank you for chatting with us today! We are always looking to improve our service. Your
opinions and feedback are very important to us! Please help us with a review of your recent
experience. The following survey should take you no longer than 60 seconds to complete.
In-Store Pickup Savings! When you pick up your order instead of shipping it to your home, you
may see additional savings as some products will be priced lower for in-store pickup. Yes,
We're Open! U-Haul is here to help. Learn More. Trailer Hitches Install a trailer hitch on your car,
truck or SUV to enable your vehicle's towing capabilities. Year Choose Make Choose Model
Choose Features Choose Gas 2. Gas 3. Specify Cargo. Top Style Choose Hard Top Soft Top.
Not Permitted. Bumper Choose Finding your hitch system rating Your hitch system is only as
strong as its lowest-rated component. Hitch rating Your hitch's maximum tow weight rating can
usually be found on a label on the hitch itself. Hitch ball rating Your can find your hitch ball
rating on the top of the ball, or around the base of the shank. Ball mount rating The rating for
your ball mount is usually on a label on the mounting plate or along the shaft that goes into
your receiver. We've got you covered Missing a part? Choose a delivery option Install at a
U-Haul Ship products to me. Installation Date Installation Date. Find Hitches. Account Sign In.
Rate Experience. A recommended tongue weight varies in accordance with the types of trailers
or towing as described below. To ensure the recommended values shown below, the trailer
must be loaded by referring to the following instructions. If using a weight distributing hitch
when towing, return the front axle to the same weight as before the trailer connection. If front
axle weight cannot be measured directly, measure the front fender height above the front axle
before connection. Adjust weight distributing hitch torque until front fender is returned to the
same height as before connection. The gross trailer weight, gross axle weight and tongue
weight can be measured with platform scales found at a highway weighing station, building
supply company, trucking company, junk yard, etc. Gcwr, twr and unbraked twr Confirm that the
gross trailer weight, gross combination weight, gross vehicle weight, gross axle weight and
tongue weight are all within the limits. Hitch Trailer hitch assemblies have different weight
capacities. For details, contact your toyota dealer. If you wish to insta The Toyota Highlander
has a towing capacity from lbs and lbs depending on the trim and model year. All towing
capacities are braked capacities. This means that the trailer being towed has a braking system
installed to assist the vehicle braking system. The towing capacities for trailers without brakes
will be much less. Confirm all towing capacities with the owner's manual. Note: A fishing boat
and trailer usually weighs between lbs. Scroll down to get the towing capacity of your particular
year and model trim. Check the towing capacities of other makes and models here. Depending
on trim level the Toyota Highlander has a towing capacity between lbs and lbs. See the table
below for your trim level. Home Towing Capacity Toyota Highlander. Toyota Highlander Towing
Capacity. Researched By AutoPadre. Toyota Highlander Towing Capacity Overview The Toyota
Highlander has a towing capacity from lbs and lbs depending on the trim and model year.
Hybrid 3, lbs 2. FWD 1, lbs 2. Popular Towing Capacities. About AutoPadre Autopadre. Learn
More About AutoPadre. Post Written By AutoPadre. The is designed to have a minimal design
footprint; it effectively looks like a small tubed metal attachment that fits just under the bumper
of your Highlander. This is primarily because the hitch uses a round tube design that is laser
welded for strength and perfect Highlander fit. Additionally, due to a powder coating that
protects its steel construction, the Curt is designed to be weatherproof. All of this means that
the Curt is designed to last you through many years of use. Also, many campers are diehard
Curt enthusiasts because the company is dedicated to their products. Curt makes more than a
thousand different hitches. Each of these has a solid design and aesthetically friendly shaping,
which are both traits that you will find in the Curt While Toyota has a hitch, many find that the
Curt version of the Highlander hitch is better for overall build quality. As an aftermarket
Highlander option, it merely seems to do a better job than the Toyota hitch and has a larger

weight capacity on both the tongue and when towing. The can manage pounds in tongue weight
and can handle 6, pounds of towing. You can tow a bike rack, attach a ball mount, pull a small to
a medium-sized boat, haul your motorcycle or hitch a cargo carrier. Curt also has provided
some heavy-duty chain cable connectors that you can run from your trailer to the body of the
Curt These connection points have large holes so that you can quickly connect up your trailer.
It uses a five-eighths inch pinhole that is compatible with class three accessories. This process
is a little more complicated, but neither of these methods should take much installation time.
From start to finish, you can expect the basic installation of the Curt to take less than an hour.
Curt has designed this hitch to be easily installed on a Highlander without any additional
welding or drilling. Any cutting that is mentioned in this guide is optional. A rotary cutter works
well, but a pair of aviation shears or a sharp blade will do. You can trim about two inches of this
off. These bolts are positioned underneath the tailpipe. Ensure that the bolts are snug; typically,
you can use a millimeter socket to ensure that you have a fair degree of tightness. As with
everything, there are considerations that you should think about before purchasing the Curt for
your Highlander. One of the best features of this hitch is its good looks and durability.
Unfortunately, while the powder coat does an excellent job of making the hitch look attractive
and protecting it from the elements, it can be scraped and scratched in everyday usage. When
this happens, the steel will be exposed to moisture, which can cause rust and corrosion. While
this is usually enough clearance, you might want to consider this when selecting what you want
to hitch to your Highlander. The Curt is a great hitch that will allow you to carry all of your hitch
accessories on your Toyota Highlander with little install time or excess effort. Toggle navigation
Hitch Review. Privacy Policy Contact Us. Toggle navigation Menu. Those of us who love our
Highlanders and want a no-nonsense hitch for their vehicle, and the Curt Class 3 trailer hitch
fills this need admirably. It fits model years to and has a durable and reliable construction that
will last beyond the life of your truck. The Curt installs fairly quickly and will haul class 3 trailers
with ease, but does not fit the model. Same great specs. Your question might be answered by
sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are
posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. Thorough testing of the tow hitch
design is conducted both on and off the vehicle to ensure its capabilities. Manufactured by
expert welders, press operators and painters, dual-layer painting process features a protective
paint called electro-deposition coasting or e-coat to help protect against corrosion and the
environment, along with a powder topcoat to protect against UV rays and maintain long-term
appearance. Advanced, no-drill hitch and wire harness installation process helps maintain the
structural integrity of the vehicle frame. Custom replacement Fascia pieces, matching vehicle
contours and color, are provided if parts of rear Fascia need to be removed to accommodate the
hitch integrating the appearance of the vehicle bumper and hitch. Genuine Toyota hitches have
up to 16 connection points to the vehicle frame to transfer the force of towing across the vehicle
to reduce stress and preserve the integrity of the body structure. Skip to main content. FREE
delivery: March 5 - 9. Only 1 left in stock - order soon. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your
transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security
system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from. Frontier
Toyota. Sold by. This fits your. Frequently bought together. Add both to Cart Add both to List.
Ships from and sold by Frontier Toyota. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of
1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. Featured items you may like. Amazon Basics
Bike Racks for 2 in. Hitch 2, 3 or 4 Bike Capacity. Draw-Tite Max-Frame Receiver. Compare with
similar items. Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a problem
completing your request. Please try your search again later. Product information Technical
Details. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? Customers who bought this item also
bought. See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead,
our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on
Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent Top
reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now.
Please try again later. Verified Purchase. It didn't come with any instructions but installation is
pretty much straight forward. I installed it on a Toyota Highlander Hybrid Limited and it fit
perfectly with no issues other than some cutting of the bottom plastic panel. It looks really good
and works great. For those of you towing trailers with trailer brakes I would also give my
highest marks for the Tekonsha P3 Electronic Brake Control. These items are all available here
on Amazon. Just plug in into your connector and it will show all the different lights and
functions and even tests and allows you to setup your electric brake controller. I am a private
individual Aircraft mechanic - so I like things that work exactly right and I tend to research
purchases to death before buying. I have no affiliation to any of these products or companiesits just nice to use products that are well designed and work great. Give me a shout at

C23Flyboy msn. Superb fit. Since this is a genuine Toyota part designed specifically for my
Toyota Highlander, this hitch fit perfectly and beautifully. The hitch comes with a new bumper
fascia that has slots for the 2" x 2" Class III hitch receiver and for a wiring harness sold
separately. It also comes with a Toyota rubber insert cover for the receiver. Unlike after market
hitches like from Curt Manufacturing , this hitch fits integrated within the bumper not below ,
and directly around and behind the spare tire. This arrangement provides for no loss in
clearance beneath the vehicle, allows for easy retrieval of the spare tire, and bolsters the
bumper's structural integrity. The instructions are labeled as , but they apply to and also. For
the fit, finish, and quality, I highly recommend spending the few extra bucks this hitch costs.
Some issues getting all parts in the shipment, but solved. Looks great mounted in my
Highlander It is original part so fits with no problems. I have issues getting all parts needed.
Communicated with vendor and asked for the missing part RH metal plate. Got it some days
later. One star less due this issue. Other than that, it looks like it is going to be all right. I have
not finish installation as I am modifying the car covers that are in the bottom of the car to
receive the hitch. Even this process is not hard to do because the covers are marked to do this
trimming process! This fact surprised me. So the bottom covers are fabricated thinking that
future customers might trim them to fit the hitch. That's why I like Toyota and original parts. I
will do a later post updating with final result and opinions after the complete process is done.
One person found this helpful. If you're looking to add a hitch to your Highlander, this is the one
you want and this is the seller you want to buy it from. It's a genuine Toyota experience all the
way. Khody in customer service handled my questions promptly, often returning emails within
minutes. As far as the hitch, well, it's an OEM Toyota part designed for Highlander or Highlander
Hybrid so that when it's installed, it looks like it was on there when you first brought it home. My
Highlander Limited has never looked better. Toyota makes the hitch for the car. Everything lines
up perfectly when it comes to bolts and other pieces. If you have read reviews on the Curt, Draw
Tight, Reece, or others like it, many people say that the holes on those hitches often don't line
up with the holes on the Highlander frame. Read just one of those horror stories and that'll be
enough to sway you from non-OEM hitches. Plus that, fit and finish just isn't there with the other
guys. They hang below the bumper and look a bit cheap in my opinion, not to mention that you
are losing a little ground clearance. Make sure you have an impact wrench before you get under
there because you must remove the original tow hooks from the frame in order to use those
same holes to install the hitch. Those bolts will not budge a millimeter without an impact
wrench. Go ahead, try it. They're ridiculously tight. Took care of those boots in seconds. It's
also helpful if you have a Dremel tool or something similar. The last steps are trimming material
from plastic covers underneath the car on the back left and right corners. A Dremel with a
cutting attachment cut through the plastic like butter and with the accuracy needed. You will
also need a few metric sockets and ratchet extensions for the job. A torque wrench is
mentioned in the instructions but I'm not a huge believer in the accuracy of those things and I
think if you just tighten everything as much as you can, you'll be fine. If you didn't bribe a buddy
with a six pack of beer to do this job with you, then you'll find the most difficult part of the
installation will be maneuvering the 70 lb hitch up into position to bolt it in. I used a set of car
jacks and I rested the hitch on them and slowly backed everything up until it was in position
under the car. I then raised each side as close to the frame as the jacks would allow. Next, I
lifted the hitch up on one side and held it flush to the frame while my wife started the first bolt
on that side. We then switched sides, repeated, and then I could finish the bolts myself. I'm not
sure how I could have done it without another person on that step. Keep track of any bolts,
screws, or clips as you remove them because you have to reuse some of them later. All told, it
probably took me 8 to 10 hours to install in segments over a few days. However, I am a
perfectionist. I'm sure some guys will get it done in two or three hours or less. Do-it-yourself
experience level on this would be somewhere in the middle on a scale of, say, a guy who can't
change his own car battery to one who could rebuild an engine. In others words, you have to be
reasonably handy with automotive tools and have a decent array of tools in your toolbox to be
able to get this done. All told, the only things that held me up were searching for and printing
out the instructions online and stopping to go buy the impact wrench, which I think is a good
investment anyway for occasional use. Everything else was straightforward and smooth
genius naruto
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. The hitch looks great and I can't wait to attach my Curt cargo basket and head out on the road
this summer. See all reviews. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about
Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon
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